The name is program
Metal cover from five decades
TRIBUTE TO METAL
performs the most outstanding songs from the entire spectrum
of Heavy Metal - live in one set and as close to the original as possible.
Passion not only for a band, but an entire genre.
Even the musicians do not like each other, they share a high level
of playfulness and joy. Concentrated metal power for all fans of the harder gait
in shows of up to three hours.
TRIBUTE TO METAL covers next to primal rocks like
Iron Maiden, Metallica, Megadeth, Judas Priest or Dio as well as bands like
Alter Bridge, Anthrax, Disturbed, Dream Theater, Pantera, Pretty Maids, Queensrÿche,
System of a Down, Van Halen and more.
This multi-faceted mix of energies and sounds forms the perfect basis
for a full-length spectacle that will not only spit on more adrenaline
into the blood of sworn Metalheads.
Founding members of TRIBUTE TO METAL are Uli Mücke and Marco Lamonaca, who
together with their many years of experience as lead guitarist and drummer form the
musical basis of the band.
Singer and frontman of the band is Tim Buse.
Not least through his work as a vocal coach, he has the necessary tools to meet the
enormous spectrum of styles. He succeeds in an impressive way
to fine-tune the narrow line between originality and his own identity.
Chris Steffens loves his typical role as a bassist: Mostly in second place, he is aware of
its fundamental importance for the voluminous sound of the band.
On the second guitar Max McMillan completes the soundtrack
of TRIBUTE TO METAL as a real metalhead and musicologist.
Besides Uli Mücke he also sings the backing vocals.
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